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INTRODUCTION

The meeti.ng, which was held in the Seminar Room of the
Depar.tment of .E'h i losophy, was introduced by Har :ry Lew is who
began by sketching in the background of the project for

those new to it. He went on to say a little about its value
..

from the point of view of the Philosophy Department. Then
John Derrick compared this with the outlook of the Pure
Mathematics Department and discussed some of the many
points of convergence and one or two of the few differences
of emphasis.
But the so-called 'principal investigators' preferred
to give the lion's share of presetltation time to Antoni
Di.ller, who has been working full-time on the Leeds Logic
Systems ince October, 1985. The Lr..S is very fortunate that he
was willing to accept thi~ appointment. As readers will see

from his. article below, Antoni led the meeting into some of
the more technica.l aspects of the project.
These three pape~s lasted a little more than an hour,
aftei: which there was a vigorous and usef.ul discussion,
which many of those attending,took part.
J.O. and H.A.L.
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·rHE r.EEDS [,OGIC SYS'rEM

Ha:r:ry Lewis

BACKGROUND
In March,

1985,

the

Chai.rman

of

the Arts

Computi.ng

Constituency, Lee Davidson, wrote to use:r::: representatives in the
Faculty to i.nform them of the off er of grant aid from the UGC for
projects

a.imed

at

developing

learning on microcomputers.

software

for

computer-assisted

In Philosophy, our user represent-

ative, Timothy Potts, brought the suggestion to a departmental
meeting, and after an i.nitial sceptical reaction i t struck some of
us that we already had a proposal in the drawer, so to speak, as a
result of ou.r discussions on the limitations of the logic teaching
programs

we

we~e

already

using,

and

of

conversations

with

colleagues from the USA and Australia, as well as elsewhere in the
UK (especially at workshops on the. teaching of logic with computer
assistance held at conferences on the pbilosophy of logic and
language in r..e ices ter ,. al:" ranged by Dr Nicholas r,Ieasor, whom we are
very happy to welcome here today). Some of you may also have heard
Jim Moor, one of the authors of BER'l'IE, the program mof.!t used in the
Philosophy Department to date, when he gave a talk here in this
room in the autumn of 1984. We drafted an initial p:t;oposal, and
con~ulted our friends the mathematical logicians in the Department of Pure Mathematics at an infor.mal meeting. We were delighted
to f,ind strong interest there, and as a result of that meeting the
proposal went forward with modifications as a joint application,
with

John

Derrick

and

myself

as

'principal

investigators',

associated with Frank Drake and Len Smith from Pure Mathematics,
and Timot.hy Potts and Peter Millican from Philosophy.
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To round off the project's biography, we wer~ fortunate in
receivi.ng UGC support - one of three ptojects of the ten forwarded
by r..,eeds to be so honoured -

and doul::ily fortunate when Antoni

Di l lei; expressed a.n interest ln v,lorking on it. From a background of
mathematics and philosophy (with emphasis on logic) he had come to
Leeds to do graduate work on the philosophy of functions i.n Frege;

he had
completing an MSc
latterly

taken to computer

programming,

and was

just

on Computation at the Programming Research Group

in Oxford,· including

project work on

functional

programming

languages.· (Earlier this term he gave two talks on functional
programrning languages at the Tuesday 'rht3ory of Computing seminar.} As I mentioned 02..::lier, Antoni took up his post in October,
and a period of intensive dis cuss ions of a] 1 aspects of the project
followed, which eventually settled down to a weekly meeting plus
occasional further consultations. Antoni has a.lso been able to
ass tst with th,e computer aess ions in our second yEiar formal logic
course and to observe the students J.rn i.ng BERT IE.
Looking

forward,

we

have

accepted

an

invitation

to

present the project at a meeting of the British Logic Colloquium in
Hull in July.

A word (only) about hardware. After taking advice, we
budgeted for a Whitechapel workstation in our original bid for
funds.

Then,

after the project was approved,

we took further

advice from several people but espec.ially from Denis Hutchinson,
the chairman of the University committee which oversees· this

project and its fellow·-projects, and switched our allegiance to a
Sun workstation, which had also obligingly become cheaper in the

meantime; the project has now ordered a Sun 2/50, and we hope for

qelivery in March.
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J?H[LOSOl?f:{Y Pl<;RSPECTIVE
In Phi. losophy, we are now in the f :t. fth year of using
computer.a to assist students in their work on formal logic. our
stu~ents u~,e B~RTIE
by Moor and Nelson - up to last year, version I
.
. ·.

,

,..

.

( in, its e',Cportable form,

obtained for us from the authors by

·'

Tir;nothy P9tts), and in the present session, BEitrrE I I, written for
the IBM PC but tamed for the Systime by Damien Fox of ucs. We have
also received and .installed - again with Damien's assistance - a
suite of programs.written. py Nicholas Measor

of

the University of

Leicester, ir1 rea,ct ion to his own fi.rst experience of BERTIE, and
our stµdents h_ave made some use of ·those. The main thing BERTIE
does is to check th,e lines of a derivation or proof io logic as they
are entered by_a student, offertng more or less helpful error
messages if a line is wrongly entered, and congratulating students
when they complete a derivation. BERTIE uses a fixed set of logical
inferenpe,rqle~, but containe some useful features, such as a
built-in s~t of pr9blems (it comes with 50, which can be added to),
a_nd help. on the J,nferenoe rules and on operating the system (which
is

self-contained;

the student has minimal contact with the

operating ~ystem of the host computer, and none at all in the IBM PC
version) ..

There are several BERTIE clones around for

logical systems, with appropr lately horrid names

other

(LEMMIE for

Lemmon's rules, JEFFIE for Jeffrey's - Nicholas Measor's is also
for

Lemmon's,

and

is called,

more sedately,

CITRUS;

another

significant entry is Ron Simpson's LEMMONAID -and we are happy
that he too has been able to join us today).
Each of these clones has been written independently, and
they are not all

in the same

language.

BERTIE

itself

(both

vet:sions) was written in BASIC. It seems that, even in the USA, the
resources available for logic-teaching software have not extended
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to developtng a progr.am to cater for the notorious preference
logic tea<::hers have to use their own id iosyncrat'ic logical system.
So when a prqgram like BERTIE is developed with nice pedagogical

features,. a teacher has to choose between a program with his
favour.ite rule system, which often means no program at all, or
•',

someone else's.rule system, with or without the useful features
that BERT[E possesses.
Thus the first objective for the project, as proposed to
the UGC, was to.develop a program into which a'teacher with no
programmi.ng; knowledge could enter his own favourite rules of
i.nf erence.

We

wanted as many of the good feat1.ires of BERTIE as were

compatible with this openness, and in-many cases improvements on
them; the, or i.ginal proposal looked beyond that to several further
development~ which would enable the system to deal with a wider
range qf logical systems, and also to give more sophisticated help
to the student; but we realized then, and realize even more now,
that only a small nu.mber of the possible ·extensions could be
realized within the initial two years of the project. We hope that
it . wt 11 provide

a

bas is

further work at· r..eeds

for

increasingly useful and valuable tool for logic teacher~.
J
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on an

I sha.11 dis cuss the d if.f erent uses to which a system like
the Leeds Logic sye.tem might be put, and how this can affect its

structure and the prio~itiea that are assigned to the various
features that

it

is hoped to include.

In pa~ticular,

I shall

compare the purposes of logtc: teaching in the twQ departments from
which

this

project

di.ff erent .shades of

oi: i.~Jtna.tes,

and

exemplify

emphas ts do not. always

how,

although

have significant

effects on tr@ constnu.::tion o:E th,':1 system, thei.r reconci.liation
when they do,

is helping u~,:. to dec:.~::rmine priorities. However, I

also wish to nnder. l inG the very 1;;;.rge measure of agreement on our
ai.ms and objectives, and our total t:a.rmony of views on what steps
should actually be taken, In this context, i t may be useful for me
to describe what we w2.n~~ to do tn a little mor:e detail than Harry
Lewis, even though he hc'.S alniady given an excellent summary of the
origins and objecti.ves of

the project.

To repeat another of

Harry's points, what! r:1hall fi.r.st describe is an ideal to which we
hope the Leeds Logic System will approximate. We have known fl"om
the begi.nning that. even a project with a great deal more resources
and people than ours would be unable to realize .s.11 of· these
objectives, and that an important activity is to draw up a schedule

of priorities. This we a:rce well on the way to doing, partly as a
result of the cons ide:rations

I shall now discuss;

Diller

to

will

have

much

rnore

say

on

the

and Antoni

subject

in

his

contribution.
Firstly, then, when students bring up such an 'ideal'
Leeds Logic system on their workstations, they wi.11 be offered a
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formula, and be asked to type onto the screen a derivation (formal
proof) of that formula,

in the formr.ll system for which their

workstations have previously been configured by theil:: teacher. If
they fail, oi: make an error, the LL$ will assess the derivation up
to that point, and give them help. Furthermore, at the conclusion
of each student's attempt at a problem, the record of that attempt
wi.11 be filed by the LLS in a history of that student's efforts.
These records wi.ll be used to moderate the random generation of
fresb examples an,d problems, when such are required. The 'ideal'
r,LS will not. rely on a battery of pre-stored examples. In short, it

must,

interactively and intelligently,

teach students how to

carry out proofs in formal logic.
Secondly, teachers will be able to configure the 'ideal'
LLS on the students' workstations to the formal system of the
teacher's choice, without restrictions on the syntax of that
system,

or on the type of rules,

axioms or other methods of

derivation. And teachers should be able to make changes in this
configuration at any subsequent time. The 'ideal' LLS must accept
any formal system.
Fi.nally, the 'ideal' r..r..s will be constructed by writing
software that can be insta.lled on .ia.D.Y of the coming generation of
student workstations. The 'ideal' LLS must be 'portable'.
Students who learn formal or mathematical logic need to
understand the concept of a formal system, need to know what a
derivation within such a system is, and need to be able to carry out
such derivations. Carrying out derivations, and some parts of
teaching students to do so, are purely routine tasks, and thus (in
Antoni Diller' swords) "not something fit for human beings to do."
But lea~nin_g to carry out derivations, to follow the rules of a
formal system, is not purely routine. We aim to free teachers from
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tasks which ar.e, and give them more scope to conqentr.ate on the

conceptua.l part of thetr ·role, whilst eneut:ing that students do
not lose by the transfer of teacher.e; routine activities to the
machtne. It may even be that students will gain ft:om the machi.ne's
stamina and unltmited appetite for repetition, where they would
previously have been.restricted to the teacher es available time

and energy.
On

this

broad

out 1 ine

there

is

complete

and

active

unanimity. But when it comes ta fleshing i t out with detailsr we

find that there can be differences of opinion. These can often
_arise from the va.r ious possible answers to the question:
teach

students

forma.l

Here,

logic?'

as

might

be

'fil!Y

expected,

mathematicians and phi.losophers differ (and computer scientists
differ from both). I sha.1.1 discuss by examples whether, and to what
extent, this has an effect on the details of the facU.ities that we
would wish to include tn the Leeds Logic System, or on the priority
that we may wish to give to them.

I take i t that one of the main objectives of teaching
formal logic to undergraduate philoso.lfilY students is to enhance
their understanding of reasoning and argument, and to ensure that
they are thoroughly familiar with the concept of proof. Insofar as
this is truer it is very important to present such students with as
wide a variety as possible of different. types and styles of formal
work in logic. As Harry has said, this implies that, in the LLS, we
should incorporate, not only as much variability as we can in the
allowed axiom and rule systems for first-order logic, but also as
complete a freedom as can reasonably be achieved, for the teacher

to choose the syntax on which these systems are based.
This scope for variation and choice is also important for
logic teaching to undergraduate m~themstJcs students, but for
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d i.fferent reasons. Such students are usually introduced to formal
logic after they already have a

fatr,

and often very. ~ood,

understanding of the concept of proof and the notion of a valid
mathematical argument. By teaching logic to them, it is instead
intended to show that these concepts and notions can themselves be
made the object of precise and rigo~ous,.formal and mathematical
studies. Thus it is not so important, at least at first, to show U1e
range of methods available for carrying out this.formalisation,
but rather to demonstrate that such an activity is in principle
possible, to discuss

its adequacy as a representation of the.

informal concepts, and to show what can be achieved with it that
would be more di.fficult or impossi.ble without. However, here in
Leeds, the same logic course may be taught, over a period of
severa.l yeat"s,

by up to seven different members of the Pure

Mathematica Depa1:tment,

and,

in each year,

a number of logic

courses proceed simultaneously covering th~ same introductory
mater. ial,

but taught by d i.ff.erent members of staff.

And the

situation elsewhere is the same. There.are very good pedagogical
and mathematical reasons why these courses should not be restricted to a single syntax for first-order logic or to a sin9le
(or even to a single type of) system of axioms and rules.
It would not be true to say that this type of flexibility
is unimportant to philosophy departments, but l understand that it
is less of a major reason for developing the LLS. Nevertheless,
fr.om whichever departments' &tandpoint we start, we are led to
confi.r.m the need to build a system which wtll. give teachers (al)d,
per.haps

also

students)

as

much. freedom

as

possible

in

the

speci.fication of syntax, axioms and rules for their first-order
logic. Thus, in this respect, the d.ifferences in the outlook of the
two depat:tments from which the LL.S project originated do not imply
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a di.fference of opinion about the structure of the system or
priorities for it.
On

the other hand, differences in pr. ior ities which have to

be resolved for the LLS, do arise from the differences between
mathematicians and philosophers about the nature and purpose of
the proofs that students must supply in response to the systems
promptings.

In Mathematics,

more emphasis

is placed than in

Philosophy on a proof structure as a single object in its own
right; there is thus, relatively speaking, less concentration on
the individual steps within it or used in its construction.
Therefore mathematicians are, in general, less interested than
philosophers in the number and variety of ways that there may be to
attain the goal of a given proof - they a.re merely anxious to know
whether such a proof exists, and to find systematic methods of
generating one (not, in the first instance, necessarily the 'besti
one) when it does. Philosophy undergraduates will be encouraged to
explore the variety of legitimate steps at each stage of the
construction, even if they are eventually directed to those which
will bring a given goal nearer. Their mathematical counterparts
may, however, be working in a system in which the number of
legitimate paths has been deliberately narrowed, so that the
search for a given target is less encumbered with choice. In some
cases the system that is being used will even be based on rules that
specify a unique set of premisses to any conclusion so that the
construction of a proof will merely be the iteration of the
production of these uniquely specified sets of premisses, starting with the target formula. There will only be one 'correct'
proof, and at any stage there will only be one 'correct' next step.
It can be added, in parenthesis, that software capable of
handling a logic of this type will be equivalent to a complete
Building the Leeds Logic System
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theorem prover for the for:mulas that · it. handles. There is no

contradiction between the desire to provide such facilities and
the sti.11 unful...filled. dr.eam of butlding a computer system that
wi 11 provide the proof of a f irst-or.det: f'ormula submitted to it,

whenever that formula is val.id, in such a way that new, important
and interest i.ng truths are generated. Our theorem prover would be
a teaching aid .only, and would be restricted to handling formulas
of a size and complexity no greater than those we would want our
students to handle. It is unlikely that. important or interesting
new truths are to be found amongst such formulas·! On the other
hand, we would expect teachers to be able to vary, in an unbounded
way, system parameters that will determine the size and complexity
of the formulas (and their proofs) submitted to students. Teachers
must be a.ble to prevent the system from· submitting complicated
formulas to students of limited ability or experience; and they
must be able to ensure that more advanced students are supplied
with problems commen~urate with their ability. This is one reason
why the 'ideal' LLS must incorpo-rate random generation. If system
parameters determining f_ormula comple,xity are to vary unboundedly, an infinite number of examples of f,ormulas and their proofs
wquld need to be stored in a 'pre-stored' system.
When proofs are created by work-ing from the conclusion to
the premisses according to a s~t of rules that may even specify the
premisses uniquely, there is less value· in checking, after each
step performed by students, whether they have, chosen the correct
path, or in having hints available ab0ut what the next step should
be when they cannot find one. But there wi 11 be value in assessing,
after a proof structure has been created (inwhole or in part),
whether that structure is 'correct'·· For' this and other reasons,
an important long-term objective, for mathematicians, is that the
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r,,r..s sho,1ld be able to assess whether a whole area of machine input,
say a screen-full,. conforms to the rules of the logic-al system
initia.lly chosen. However, such an objective, will entail that
students must be able to create whole a.rea.s of screen inpi.:~t at a
time, and this may need to be based on some form of screen.:...editing
facility. Although philosophers would be more than happy to accept
such a feature if 'it can easily be incorporated into the system, it
is not an essential part of th~ ir primary aims. For their purposes,
a

quite adequate system can be constructed on the basis of

assessing single steps, entered by some sort of line editing.
Now to rely on existing screen-editing facilities might
endanger the fportability' of the LLS, whi.lst to write an editor
specially for

the system might well demand more

in time and

resources than we have available, if we are to achieve other common
aims. And a system without screen-editing will still have its uses
in mathematics, even though these uses may be :restricted. So we
have unanimously agreed that the inclusion of such a facility will
be defer.red whtlst a solution is sought which will neither impair
the portability of the LLS, nor stretch our means in such a way that
too many of our common aims are endangered. In the meant j_me, a
first version of the r.LS will be built based on simple line-editing
facilities only, as Antoni Diller wi.11 say.
Of course, this type of consideration is not the only one
which is helping us to determine the structure of the first version
of the Leeds Logic System. There are many global and loca.l factors
(our experience of teaching logic, other pedagogic questions-and
the.ir answers, choice of computing language, nature and capacities of the destination hardware,

etc.) which are having a

strong effect on its construction, and Antoni will now consider
some of these in his contribution. But discuss ions with in the type
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of framewo.rk that_ I have described have taken up a good deal of the
time and effort that we have devoted to the T..LS. · I should add that
these disct1ssions have been of great value for our understanding
of logic and its teaching. They have added immeasurably to our
appreciation of . how the subject
different academic traditions-.

·is seen by colleagues from

Even

if no system were· t~ be

produced, the pr9ject cannot fail to have had a very positive
beneficial effect!

---oo--·- -
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CONS'rRUCTING THE f.,EEDS LOGIC SYSTEM

Antoni Diller

The Leeds Logic system (Lf...S for short) is to be a teaching
aid used in helping to teach people for.mal logic. Logic is the
study of inference and not the study of logical theoi:ems or logical
truth. The key notion in logic is the vali.dity of a proof. Logical
theorems should be seen as a by-product of the notation we use for
formal.is ing inferences. That the f...LS is to be a teaching aid is an
important point.

I do not envisage a system that will be used

independently of human instruction. Therefore, I have not tried to
design a program that is modelled upon what a human instructor has
to convey in trying to teach people how to construct good formal
proofs.
I use

'good'

here as an evaluative term, distinct in

meaning from 'valid': A valid proof is built in accordance with the
z:ules of our calculus, but the good proofs are a proper subs~t of
the valid proofs. We would not call a proof good if it contained
redundant or irrelevant steps. But what othez: er iter ia can we lay
down for good formal proofs? I would suggest that few people could
answer that quest ion f u 1. ly.

Th is

is because very few people

actually car.ry out fully for.mal proofs and so lack the experience
to have intuitions about the goodness of proof13. The only people
who write formal proofs in any significant number are beginning
philosophy students, mathematics students studying logic and some
computer scientists.
This is largely because what is important and interesting
in logic is the study of the properties of formal systems rather
than proving things in them. Therefore, one of my design goals for
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the r..r..s has,been that of faci..litating the transition from proving
things i.n a system to conceiving the proofs of a system as objects
of study

in their own r.:ight.

importance of

formal

proofs.

(This

is not to denigrate the

They are

the machine

language

prog~ams of mathematics.)
In an ear.lie?: draft of this paper I was going to refer to
certain m_isguid_ed computer scientists in this connection: Misguided because they actually construct formal proofs. But on
reflection it seems to me that formal proofs have a legitimate
place in certain areas of computer science where it is important to
'

'

prove programs correct. This is because there is a dis-analogy
between mathematical proofs and correctness proofs. Typically
mathematical proofs are published and then worked through by other
mathematicians and if there, are errors ih the original they will
come to light in the course of time. It is the fact that there is a
'course

of

time'

computing case.

involved

that

creates

difficulties

in the

Correctness prooif s are inherently boring and

tedious to work through and typ'ically computer programs have to be
written to a deadline, therefore, the sort of process at work in
mathematics

is unavailable.

If you are writing a

program to

monitor a nuclear power station~ as a friend of mine at the PRG was
- you want to be certain it is correct; and here there is a role for

formal correctness proofs. But people working in this area realise
that they need computer assistance in constructing such proofs.,
so, another design goal for the LLS is,to facilitate the transition
to existing sophisticated theorem-che'ckers and theorem-provers,
of the sort I will discuss later. (By using the example of a nuclear

power station monitoring system I do not wish to suggest that I
approve of such intrinsically evil things.)
The purpose of the LLS is to-computerise the process of
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forma.l proof constr.:uction, which is a largely mechanical task
anyway and so not something f i t for human beings to do. At the most

abs.tr.act level what I have to do is to des lgn two la,nguages and
implement one of them. Thus, there are two problems involved in
designing the r..r...s. The first is to design the language that the
proofs are to be constructed in. (There is no choice in designing
the abstract syntax. It is just the details of concrete syntax that
have to be f txed. In future iterations of the TLS the teacher will
be able to vary the concrete syntax.) The second is to design the
command language, by means of which one tells the program what to
do with the proof under construction. Examples of the sort of
command involved are: to apply the rule modus

~

to two

formulas, or to instantiate a universally quantified formula with
a particular constant or parameter, or to discharge an assumption
on which a formula is based and construct a formula with that
assumption as antecedent,and the original formula as consequent,
the formula so constructed depending upon everything the first
formula depends on except the discharged formula.
The complexity of the command language is largely determined by the requirement that a teacher be allowed to enter his own
axioms or rules. Even if not accessible to either student or
teacher, for my purposes I will need constructors, selectors and
destructors for every construct in the object language, i.e. the
one in which proofs are being carried out.
For example, for the universal quantifier r will need a
constructor which makes a universally quantified formula out of a
variable and a formula, I will also need a selector to test if a
formula is of the form of a universally quantified formula, and I
will need the destructors which take the formula apart into its
constituents.

I am not certain yet whether it will be either
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deair.able o~ necessary to . al.low the teachet: access to • this
'inter.nal' language. At 1p.r,est~nt. r intend to use the syntax of Lisp
for th is ' tnter.nai. 1 ,language,. i.e. s--~:tq:n:eaa ions v because of the
ready ava i labU. ity. of'. f7 isp interpr.eters ~
My first

idea was - as far asi possible - to make the

computer invisible to the student.

I thought that this was the

lesson to be learnt from a project at King's College London which
failed, in which Jim.Hopkins tr.ied to teach people formal logic by
teaching them to write a theorem-checker in Pro log.

(The stumbl-

ing point came when people were asked to define a predicate which
selected the i-th element from a liat. According to Hopkins, i t was
at th is stage that everyone gave up. ) But - on reflect ion - I came
to see that trying to make the computer.. invisible to the student

was a bad idea: Ln order to teach formal logic on a computer you
have to teach both the formal language and the. command language.
So, the command language might as well be well-designed and wellthought out.

There are many ways of defining formal systems, such·as
the

axi.omatic,

the

so-cal.led

natu1:a.l

deduction

systems

and

sequent calculi. In the.first instance I shall be implementing one
variety of natural deduction.
I am well aware that this is a controversial point. Ian
Hacking writes that

'Natural deduction has been taken

var.ious forms, by a gr~at many elementary textbooks.

Up;

in

It is not

clear why: most students I haye taught find i t dubiously deduction
and highly unnatural.' ("What; is Logic?", typescript, 1971, p.7.)
He advocates Gentzen' s multiple-conclusion sequent calculi·~
think those

unsuitable

I

precisely because they are multiple-

conclusion calculi.
There have been theorem-checkers written in the past and
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in the Philosophy Department here a system called Bert ie.-2

is

being used. The first LLS program will stand in the, same tradition
•as Bertie-2. but wi.11 i.mpr-ove on all known existing systems in a

.number of'ways. For example, the language in which proof's are to be
.consti:ucted'is richer than existing languages,. containing such
things as operators of the same category as the definite descr ipt-

ion c;>perator, i.·e. operators which make singular terms out of
predicates,"rnodal operators an(j function symbols.

(Although I

doubt that i t will be much needed, for my own interest I have
included

la,mbda~abstraction

a

signtf icant

advantages

opei:ator.)

This

is

already

a

improvement on existing systems. One of the dis-

of

Bert ie-2 is a badly designed command language. The

command language

ia

based on the annotations that appear against

. , .· each l. ine ·of 'the proof. Both the proof and the annotations appear

in the style of Fitch. l didn't think that i t was a good idea to
copy this because i t binds you too closely to one style of proofannotatibn. One futureobjective of the LLS is to allow teachers to
choose. their own layout and their own style of annotation.
Bertie-2~ · for

example,

In

to continue a derivation by adding a

.formula that ·follows from preceding formulas by modus ponens you
eriter :that formula, followed by a slash followed by the letters

'mp•·, followect ·by the line numbers from which it follows. There
exists an'abb:reviated form of the command in which you leave out

the initial formula.
Smiley has provided a taxonomy Qf proof annotations.
(".Topics in r..og ic"; lecture notes, 1973.) Normally a formal proof
is def iried as

an

tina'.nalysed proof-sequence in axiomatic formul-

atioms of logical sy~tems. In natural deduction systems Lemmon and
Suppes use' fully analysed proof-sequences; Mates uses partly

analysedproof..;.sequences, annotated for dependence but not for
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immediate justi_f ication; P1::awitz uses unanalysed proof-trees; and
Fitch uses nested pt:oofs. Of thee~ natural deduct ion systems
Smiley prefers tht) Fitch style of nested proof, bu.t of all ways of
formalising logic he advocates multiple-conclusion logical systems.

(See,

D.J. Shoesmith and T .J. Smiley, Multlple"."Conclusion

I.&g_~ (Cambridge,

COP, 1978).)

A system which.. has recently been exe-ct ing a great deal of
tnf luence on my th inking about the

r..r..s is Ed 1.nburgh T..CF. (LCF

stands for Logic for Computable Functions.)

It consists of a

number of subsystems, such as MI., and PPr..AMBDA. (ML stands for Metar..anguage and P!?LAMBDA stands for Polymorphic Predicate Lambda
Calculus.) The.latter is a formal system designed by Dana Scott
which is very useful in proving properties of computer programs. I
intend to model the LLS command language on that of f.,CF. There are
proof manipulating commands in ML, but it is also a general-

purpose programming language, containing the usual features of
modern high-level functional

languages,

such as user-defined

recursive data types, higher-order functions and polymorphism.
(In fact,

it

is ML's comprehensive type system that

is the

interface between itself and PPT...,AMBDA.) The LLS command language

wi 11 not be a general-purpose. progr.amming language. It wi.11 just

contain proof-ma.ntpulating commands, but - in the style of ML -

these wU.l be understood as functions. So modus ponens will be
construed as a function which maps two formulas of the appropriate
kind onto a third.
An analogy may make i t clearer why the designers of LCF
made ML a general-purpose programming language: Constructing a
fully formal proof may be compared to writing computer programs in

· machine code, whereas constructing a proof in informal mathematics is similar to writing a computer program in a modern high-
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level progra.mmi.ng language. In or.der to run on a computer a program
wr i.tten i.n a high~level language has to be translated into machine
code, but i.nfor.mal.. proofs in mathematics are rarely translated

into fully f.or.mai.l proofs. Many mathematic:La.ns, howevei::·v beU.eve
that such tca.nsfor.mations are always in pri.nci.pLe possible.
Thus, the idea behind making ML a general:-purpose programming language is that by doing so it wi 11 be possible to write
proofs which look more like informal proofs in mathematics than
fully formal proofs. For example, it is possible to link together
frequently repeated sequences of applications of the primitive
rules of

inference into procedures or subroutines; which cor-

respond to derived rules of inference. To be precise, in ML such
groups

are

functions

rather

than

procedures

and

it

is

also

possible to define higher-order functions which have such functions as arguments or values or both.
It is possible to write theorem-provers in a variety of
styles. ·rhe des ignera favour a goal-directed approach in which to
decompose the formula you want to be proved into subgoals. This is
repeated recursively unt i.l, the subgoals become axioms or already
de~ived theorems. Thi$ process of decomposition is achieved by
what are cal.led tactics: A tactic is a rule of inference applied in
reverse, i.e. bottom-up if you are thinking in terms of a prooftree. The power of ML comes in ·being able to define tacticals,
which are functions

that make tactics out of tactics.

(See,

~.Milner, "The use of machines to assist in rigorous proof," in
.C.A.R.Hoare and J .C.Sheperdson (edd.), Mathematical r,.ogic and_
P:rog:rammin_g_ Languages (Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1984).
The notion of a tactic could be treated more systematically if
informed with an understanding of multiple-conclusion calculi.)
It is difficult to learn formal logic and it is difficult
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to teach. 't'h ts is .because we ar.e unaccustomed · to th ink at the

logica,l level; we nor.mall,y: think in the ter.ma of some problem, such
as trying to prove a mathematical theorem or to undei:stand one.
Modern formal

logic arose out of the logicist. p:r.ogramme.

In

perfecting informal proofs into gapless formal ones Frege unearthed the
structed.

'minimal' steps out of which all proofs are con-

(The terminology of perfection

Poster ioJ_ Analytics.)

is from Aristotle's

These processes of perfecting and un-

earthing may be pedagogically useful.·And an LCF-like system may
be helpful here. Students first prove things at the problem level

and then are shown how their proofs are• perfected by the machine.
But this is just speculation.
The characteristic feature of the LLS wtll be the ability
of teachers to use their own combinations. of axioms or rules of
inference. The system will not check sets of entered axioms or
rules for consistency. It, will be the responsibility o·f the person
using the system as a teaching aid tQ ensure that the axioms and
.

.

rules entered are consistent and, by the way, powerful enough to
prove everything in the system he wants· to teach. The t,LS is, after
all,

a

teaching aid

and not

a

research · tool to

be

used

in

investigating the consistency of arbitra~y formal systems.

In

addition to having commands which apply rules 'the command language
wi.11 also contain commands.to name axioms and rules. I t will then

test user entered formulas to see if they a·re correct applications
of those axioms and rules.
The initial LLS program is a modest system. I think of it
as bei.ng the smallest system which is a distinct improvement over
systems

in the tradition of. Bertie-2 and I call this

initial

program the core system. If things go .according to plan, a trial
version of the core system will be ready for internal use at Leeds
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by the end of June 1986.

It wi.ll doubtless go through many

iterations.
Other. progr.ams in thi,s tradition a.re Le Blanc's Dirdet

(i.e. DIRect DETachment), Fitch and Hodges (the lattar two being
based on books by the authors after whom the programs are named);
and programs by Nicholas Measor and Stephen Read. I have learnt
things from all thesie programs, but they all suffer f:rom one major
defect and that is that they lack proper documentation. In some
cases they don't even have a.nnotat ions. So, when I say I've learnt
things from them,

I mean from using them.

That has helped me

understand moz:e a.bout what makes a theorem-checker user-friendly.
Documentation fo~ a computer program should consist of at
least the following three items:

( 1) A .Y.rutl:. manual which explains

.what the program offers and how to use it.

(2) An .implement,_9-t,iQ.n

manua.l which describes how the program works.

( 3) An .i.n!lta.1-

.latlml. manua,_l which tells you any machine-dependent features of
the program.

The pi::ograms

I've seen tend to have good user

manuals and Le Blanc's are very good in mentioning all machine~
dependent features. Where they all fall down is in the area of the
implementation .manual. Bertie-2 is the best-documented program in
this respect, and its implementation manual fits on one side of A4
paper.
One of the purposes of the implementation manual is to
enable other people to alter, mod i.fy and improve the program after
it has been written.

It should contain a specification of the

program. At present, I have only two years to wor.k on this project
and

very

little

can

be

achieved

in

two

years.

And,

to

a

considerable extent, the future possibtlities inherent in the LLS
idea are far more interesting than what can be achieved in two
years. To some extent I have had to repeat what other people in this
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t.radit ion have don~, precisely because of the absence of adequate
documentation. (This i.s anothe1:: reason why I have been increasingly tnfluenced by LCF: It is much more thoroughly documented.)
As part of my legacy I intend to leave a weJ1.-docmnented progt:am,

so that it will be fai.r.ly easy to mo(jify and enhance in the future.
It has been decided to write the first version of LLS in
Pascal. This was for a variety of reasons, but mainly as a result of
considerations

relating to

portability.

Pascal

is

a -largely

stable language and most implementations adhere closely to the
standard. It is also widely available. Because.of the terms under
which this project was funded, the LLS has to run on IBM PCs.
Writing it in Pascal ensures that it runs on almost anything.
And now I'd like to say something about userfriendliness. As the L,LS is to be used as a teaching aid for amongst others training
system.

phi.losophy students with li.ttle mathematical

it should be user-friendly and have an on-line help
I believe that it would be impossible to include every

user-friendly feature without field trials. So, my intent-i,on is to
test the first ve.rs ion of the L,.LS on volunteers a.nd to modify it in
the light of that exper. ience. It mi.ght even be useful to include
some statisti.ca.l monitoring. Of c:ourae, there will be certain
limits on the extent to which the system can be modified.
As well as designing and bui.lding the core system, I have
been considering f ut1n:e enhancements. In order.; to look at what the
future holds we need to consider the question: What is a logical
system in the terminology of computer science? It is just a number
of interrelated recursive data-types. The formulas of the system
form a recursive data-type. So do the theorems, the valid sequents
and the proofs. Thus, in abstract terms writing a theorem-checker
is just implementing a number of recursive data-types. And the
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essence of the LT..S is to allow the teacher to define his own
fQrmulas and axioms or rules. That is to say, the problem of

implementing the LLS is the same problem as that of implementing
uset:-def.ined recursive data-types.
A very nice way of implementing user-d.efined recursive
data-types

is to translate them into the machine code of an

abstract G-machine. ( 'G' here standing for 'graph-reduction' and
'reduction'
calculus or

is to be understood as it is used in the lambdain combinatory logic.)

It

is very easy to then

translate the G-code into th.e arbitrary machine code for an actual
computer or, alternatively, to simulate the G-machine itself.
(The G-machine was first devised by Johnsson in Sweden based upon
some theoret ica.l work by John Hughes.)
This

idea

is

fairly speculative and that I s

why

I'm

pursuing it in parallel with the more mundane and pedestrian
approach of the core machine. In more concrete terms my intention
is to wr. ite prototype theorem-checkers in Miranda - chosen because
of its excellent type-system - and then, if there's time, to write

the next version of the LLS in, say, C

(thus, by-passing the

i;niddle-layer of Miranda and so increasing efficiency)~ Efficiency
wi.11 also be increased because the command language of the LLS will
not be a general-purpose programming language like ML. (Doing this
will give the LLS some of the character iatics of a compilercompiler.) One of the reasons for organising things this way is so
that

I will have something to do while we're assessing the

performance of the core version.
Another possible development we discussed thoroughly
last term was that of incorporating an 'intelligent' help or hint
system. John Derrick did a lot of very useful work in this area. A
system like aertie-2. has cannec\ problems and canned solutions. Our
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idea is of providing a feature such that if the student is in the
middle of a derivation of a given sequent and he cannot see how to
proceed,. then he can request the system to give him a hand and it
will generate the next line of the proof for him. rt wi.11 use the
actual incomplete derivation and- the actual axioms or rules in
force during that session in order to generate the next line.
Theoz:et ically what
generate a

proof

in an

is

necessary

(almost)

conclusion from given premises,.

is

an

algorithm to

arbitrary system of a given
(And what

is here counted as

premises changes as the student incrementally adds to the growing
incomplete derivation.) Just,as i t is the responsibility of the
teacher to ensure that the axioms or t:Ttles he

is

using are

cons is tent and strong enough to do what he wants done, so i t is the
responsibility of the teacher to ensure that students are only
asked to provide derivations . of

val id sequents.

Under

these

conditions - as John Derrick pointed out to me - there do exist
algorithms to achieve the desired result.
It might be the case that the best language ' in which to
write such an algorithm is ML, because·ML was designed to be a
language in which to write theorem-provers. So, one of the things I
would like to do is to investigate the suitability of ML for this
task.
Another future

improvement· would be the prov is ion of

screen-based facilities and the checking of proofs entered in this
way. This was John Derrlck's idea again and I originally opposed
it, but on reflection I have come to see that the incorporation of
this wi.11 be absolutely es sent la.l at some stage of the 1 if e of the
r,LS if the Lf...S is at a 11 to become widely-used and the object of

emulation. Real programmers may argue that the TECO editor is the
only one worth using, but nowadays the ·incorporation a,f sophist-
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teated screen- based features is becoming the standard for any
sort of interactive computer system.
Another long distance goal is the provision nf environmental features, such as monitoring systems that wi 11 keep a check
on what names you have used for the various theorems that you have
proved. And also it will keep a continually updated list of the
dependencies between the things that you have proved.
In cone lus ion, I 'd l i.ke to say that the area of the use of
computers in helping to teach and to construct formal proofs is one
in which much fruitful research, is being done. Leeds has a strong
background in logic, both mathematical and philosophical, and is
thus in a very good position to contribute to this increasingly
important area which overlaps a number of different subject
boundaries. Right from the start the LT..S was conceive.d with growth
in mind and with more good fortune and support some of
potential will be realised.

----00---
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